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The Directing Mind
February 20, 2017 | 38 upvotes | by Heathcliff--

Summary: A post on mens mental health, consciousness and the ability to employ the advice
you are given to improve your life.

It’s becoming ever more apparent to me that there are two distinct sides to r.TRP. There is the first, the
side that discusses Men’s sexual strategy and is a platform for men to share their ideas, successes and
horror stories when it comes to women. In the manosphere we compare notes and trade tips and
gradually, as tends to happen when ideas are allowed to be debated freely, a consensus has been reached
on what the best strategies are and the best ideas have risen to the top. Concepts such as AWALT,
Hypergamy, and AF/BB have all proven to be true and are considered the foundations of what a man
needs to understand in order to have a successful sexual life.
What sets TRPl aside from the greater manosphere is that we have drifted away from focusing entirely on
women and sexual strategy. While this is still a core part of what our community stands for, what has
emerged on the sides of TRP is a mens mental health and support movement.
There is no real mainstream forum or movement around that helps men become men, and helps depressed
men pull themselves up into success. We somehow, with the intention of helping men get laid, became
that movement.

This was bound to happen, as you cannot be successful in the sexual marketplace without first being
mentally healthy and strong on the inside. The most numerous and accurate diagnosis for the dating
problems of the western man is that he is not mentally sound enough to be attractive to women.
You must have inner game in order to have outer game, and with the way our current society is set up,
men are more than ever, increasingly marginalised, depressed and without guidance. The inner health of
the past few generations of men has deteriorated rapidly, with the suicide rate amongst men
disproportionately huge. There are many, many factors to blame for this, including feminism, the sexual
revolution, loss of religion in the west, cultural Marxism, the Frankfurt school, and more, but this post
isn’t about that.
You will see many posts on this sub from well-meaning and learned users sharing their knowledge, their
stories and their paths in self-realisation, developing their masculinity and improving their overall
physical and mental health. It is a prerequisite of seduction that you must have all the inner cogs working
properly before you can be successful on the Fucking Frontier. You will never have any success with
women if you are still a blubbering mess inside; of course you can learn the techniques and act like your
favourite pick up artists, and in fact many betas turn up here and think that all they need to do is put on an
act and say the right things, but what they quickly realise is it all falls apart because they do not have the
inner framework to genuinely understand or employ these techniques. They are transparent in their self-
doubt, anxiety and sometimes, borderline social autism. Women and men alike can smell it on them. I’m
almost certain that will be a lot of you reading this post, and a lot more of you who have finally figured
themselves out after making these very same mistakes are nodding their heads in understanding.
You can teach a beta how to act alpha, but you cannot teach him how to BE alpha; that is only something
he can teach himself, you can however, give him the tools and the guidance to make that journey.
You cannot teach a beta seduction techniques, it won’t work. It is like teaching them how to run before
they can walk, in fact, trying to teach them to run when they have no legs. First, mentally unsound,
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anxious, depressed betas need to grow legs. Once you have your legs, are content and have a healthy
mind and body; then seduction comes easily. You won’t need tips or tricks. You will find your own way.
You will marvel at how you ever found it difficult.
But first, you need to grow your legs. How do we do it?

Shut Up and Listen

By being shown how, and listening to the men who have already had to grow their own legs. This used to
be the job of fathers, schools and churches. Now, we have none of that. Some of us on TRP have grown
our legs and we write these posts in order to help you grow your own. All you need to do is shut up, put
up, read and put in the work. You are not special or unique or different, you can make it just like we all
did. This is why TRP takes such a hard, no bullshit, stance. It is the stance of the all-knowing father,
teacher, drill instructor, coach. It is the masculine presence saying “I know better than you so shut the
fuck up and listen”. A lot of us have never had enough of this in our lives, and TRP is our first taste of it.

Tick the Box. Make no progress.

So the first steps you need to take is to read and learn the literature. Absorb the guidance. However;
There’s a trap a lot of newcomers fall into when they first arrive here where they read, and read, and read
some more. They read all of the side bar and the top posts and keep up to date with the front page
consistently. Doing this, they feel like they have learnt something, they feel instantly as if they have
joined the club and are enlightened. They have “oh that’s so obvious now” moments and realisations.
They read up on tips on how to behave and how to think and what to say. For example; there was a good
post on the front page yesterday about how to talk less.
The average frustrated chump will read this and think, “yes, I have read it and now I am a smarter and
more socially adept person and now I will talk less”. They may do the same with posts about shit tests, or
holding frame.
They will read, but they will never employ.
When it comes to an actual social situation, the average guy will forget everything he read. Does he have
time to go back into his memory banks and remember all the tips and life hacks he scanned through? No,
in fact he probably forgot most of them before he even closed the tab. He definitely does not have enough
time to think about how he’s saying and acting when in front of a woman. He does not analyse every
word that comes out of his mouth and cross examine what she is saying.
There’s a massive fallacy in thinking that just because you read something means you understood it. I
read the whole of the 48 laws of power over the course of a few weeks, did I come out of it a
Machiavellian genius? Absolutely not. I read it all, but I didn’t understand it all. I didn’t internalise it all.
Theredpill, nofap, getdisciplined subreddits, self help or philosophy books, whatever; there are huge
resources everywhere you find that can help get your thinking back on track, but what you must, must,
must avoid is reading something, pretending like reading it was enough, and patting yourself on the back
for it.
Oh I read “No More Mr Nice Guy”. I’ve checked that box. Now I am a better person…
WRONG. Reading was not enough, you must actually employ what you read and translate it into real
action. You must take the new information and program it into your brain. You must internalise the
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thought processes.
This is kind of like when you go to the gym and do a few lazy sets of light weight and just fuck about and
check out the hot girls and leave after 30 mins and feel proud of yourself that you went to the gym that
day. Yeah you might have ticked the box, but did you actually make any progress? Did you actually build
anything? Don’t bullshit yourself, you know what the difference is between actually working out and
gym-masturbating. You know.
When you read but don’t internalise, you are doing the same thing. A lot will even do it with this article.
They will read it, think “huh, that was a good post, I learnt a lot”. Yet they will forget about it for the rest
of their lives, they will never think about it or the concepts discussed in it ever again. They will read, but
they won’t absorb.

How does one do this? How does one take the information they have absorbed and convert it
directly into a real life change? How can we avoid letting good philosophy and self-help wash
over us?

You must strengthen the Directing Mind.
Aurelius refers to the directing mind multiple times in his Meditations It took me a while to understand
what he means.
The Directing Mind is the voice in your head that tells you to do stuff. It is the voice of reason in your
head. It is the voice that makes you go to the gym or study, the little niggling “you’re not good enough,
work on yourself” anxiety. The one that makes you have that protein shake before you leave even if
you’re incredibly full because you need the calories. The one that tells your stomach to shut up when you
want that piece of chocolate cake. The one that fights the fapping urge you get consistently when you’ve
been a porn addict all your life.
Your Directing Mind is YOU. It is you when you are off autopilot, it is what Freud would call the
superego. It is the rational voice in your head that knows what you want and knows the steps needed to
get it. It is the part of you that is super stimulated when you have bursts of motivation, either fuelled by
jealousy or angst (or drugs).
Your unconscious is always telling you to be a lazy, hedonistic piece of shit. It always wants you to lay in
bed where it’s warm and jack off and play video games all day. It doesn’t want you to try.
Your Directing Mind is the guy inside you that is saying “hey man, we need to lift or we will stay
skinnyfat. We need to eat 500 more calories today. We need to study for that test in 2 weeks”
Your directing mind is rational, and honest and the true representation of you. It is in a constant battle
with the lazy, childlike, monkey that is your autopilot.
Think about when you operate absentmindedly. When you flick through new tabs on a whim, start “just
one more game”, “just one more episode”, “I’ll study later”. Think about the word “absentmindedly”.
When you operate on this auto-pilot setting, your mind is absent. You are not you, you are at the whim of
your urges and itches. Your Directing Mind, you, the conscious you, the you that wants you to succeed
and own your life, he is losing to the monkey child.
Successful men are those who have an active and strong Directing Mind, that overrides their own Auto-
Pilot, that can keep their body disciplined and focused. They have the whims and urges and laziness
programmed into them just like us, but their drive, training and discipline overrides it.
The problem is, with many young men, their directing mind is hidden, suppressed or clouded in brain fog.
It only comes out occasionally, or when needed desperately; such as stressful situations like the week
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before the exam you should have studied for all year.
Most young men lose to their unconscious, hedonistic desires. Their Id controls them. They have no sense
of self to help them stay disciplined and consistent.

You need your directing mind to employ advice you have read

When you read a piece of advice (A) and you want to implement that advice in the real world,
you cannot rely on that advice to just appear from your subconscious at the right time and place.
There is nothing that will just trigger you to call upon skills and techniques you learnt
magically, especially if you are consistently on Auto-Pilot. No, what you need is a Directing
Mind to first 1) read (A) properly and understand it fully, internalising it within you, 2) be
observant for situations in which (A) would apply, and 3) implement (A) at that time and
successfully carry it out.

Here’s an example from my own life. I read everywhere that cold showers would be good for me. I read it
in multiple different posts, heard the advice from multiple different people, and thought, “yeah, cold
showers are healthy”… but I never did it. I wasn’t just a pussy, I just never thought of it when it came to
the time to shower. Then one day, I was thinking properly, I was using my Directing Mind, I was in a
nice hot steamy shower and thought “well, I’ve heard a million times that cold showers are good for me.
Why haven’t I done it yet?”
It was this mindfulness, this being present in the moment that reminded me that I needed to actually try
this thing out. Normally I would just go about my shower with my fears and anxieties and thoughts of the
day in my head, but this time, I was so present that I remembered that I needed to try out this technique
I’d been told. So I did it, and it was painful and shocking and I didn’t last long.
But I remembered to do it again the next time, and the time after that, and every time after. I forced
myself to do it. Inner me was trying to make stupid rationalisations “who cares if you don’t do it this one
time. No one’s watching you. You might make yourself ill. It’s probably not that good for you anyway”,
but my Directing Mind took control and said “just do it you pussy” and I had the self will to be able to do
it.

In order to better yourself, you need to willfully work on your actions and thought processes. It is not
enough to just read books and articles and tick the boxes. I wrote a post earlier called “Switch off
Autopilot” and this is what I am advocating again in this post.
Stop going about your day as if your body is controlling you. Your body, your subconscious, your Id only
wants pleasure and comfort. Your Directing Mind is the rational, human, male part of you that knows you
must suffer pain in order to build yourself. You must strengthen the Directing Mind, you must amplify
that inner voice, bring it out more often, make it clearer.
And because I hate when articles tell you to do something but never give you the tools on how to actually
do it, I am going to give you some techniques right now on how to do it. This is not an exhaustive list,
this is just what worked for me:

Strengthening the Directing Mind and achieving Mental Stability:
The Prerequisites:
These three things you will hear everywhere and in almost every “self help” post. You must have got
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bored of them by now, but there’s a reason we keep repeating them. They are non-negotiable. You cannot
be a healthy person, a stoic man, an enlightened individual without first getting these basic things on
track.
You cannot skip out on these things, they make the foundation that the rest of your self-building will rest
on. You cannot take short cuts. I don’t care about what excuses you are making for not being able to
exercise or sleep well or meditate, you are only bullshitting yourself.
Once again, stop trying to take short cuts and magic remedies for your own self-determination. There are
none. Your insistence in trying to find a quick way is symptomatic of the very problems you are trying to
fix.

Meditation.1.

People are scared off by this always. They don’t understand it and think it’s some wishy washy
mumbo jumbo.

Simply put, if you want your Directing Mind to be more present and consistent, you must first
clear away the hazy fog that years of depression and anxiety has wrapped your brain in.

You must learn to shut up the thoughts constantly floating about your head.

You must learn to keep your mind focused and steady and not allow negative emotions or
curve-balls to rattle your frame.

You must learn to just switch off your head occasionally. As you do this, you will become more
“mindful”. More “in the moment”. Your autopilot will switch off, you won’t float about the
day, and you’ll actually think about the shit you’re doing as you’re doing it. Your Directing
Mind will have more space to manifest itself, more time to survive before it’s swamped again.

The more you meditate, the more you’ll have mindful moments throughout your day, without
forcing them, just by accident. The more this happens, the more consistently you can fill these
moments with introspection, understanding and planning.

Meditation. We all tell you to do it, it’s like exercising. I don’t think it’s something you can get away
without doing. It’s lifting for your brain, it just makes it stronger, more durable.

Exercise2.

‘Oh it’s going to be one of those “obvious shit we’ve all heard before” lists isn’t it’.

Shut up and listen. You, as a male, need to exercise your body in order to survive. You were
built to hunt and kill things. You were not built to be a flabby, skinnyfat, immobile piece of shit.

Until you start exercising, you will not understand the real benefits it gives you. It is more than
just looking hot and getting muscles. The discipline, the pain, the struggle, these are all things
we must go through. It helps the rest of the world seem smaller when you’ve just squatted
double your bodyweight and have the strength and agility to climb a boulder or beat the shit out
of a person.

Learn to fight, play a team sport, train your body. Just do anything that makes you sweat and
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grunt and angry.

It’s only during days I exercise do I ever feel truly at ease with myself and content. It is like a
drug. You chase the feeling of accomplishment and conquering. You feel like you’ve finally
earned the dick between your legs.

And with that feeling comes the rationality and clarity that your Directing Mind manifests itself
in.

Ones again, this isn’t optional, if you want to be a man, if you want inner and outer health, train
your body.

Sleep3.

Nothing gives you brain fog more than a fucked up sleeping schedule. I truly mean it, don’t stay
up past like 10/11pm. Wake up at 6 or 7. Days will feel different. You will have whole
mornings that you used to lose before. The morning sun and air is a different feeling entirely. It
is exhilarating and refreshing.

Having a consistent sleep schedule will do wonders for the way you think and the clarity of
your day. 8 hours sleep minimum every night. If you are exercising, you will have no trouble
sleeping whatsoever. You may even start dreaming deeply again.

The rest of these can only be accomplished once you have the first three sorted. They are accessory
exercises to your main compound lifts.

Get Laid4.

There’s a scene in the ‘A Game of Thrones’ book where Ned Stark makes an important decision
after fucking his wife and staring into the night sky. There is a magical clarity to the post-nut
thought. Having done psychedelics for years, it’s oddly similar.

This is your Directing Mind at its peak. When you have fulfilled your biological imperative
(planting your seed in a beautiful woman) your brain fog and anxieties die and all that is left is
your rationality and free thinking.

Conquering women, chasing and getting the catch, courting and being successful, all thrills that
push your masculinity to the extreme. They compound each other, once you get that first good
lay, other women just seem so much easier. You’re riding off the wave of your previous
success, and you are more clear in your thoughts and powerful in your actions during the weeks
of a new plate than you ever are.

Stop Masturbating.5.

Stop being a fucking loser. This really fucks you up. Porn really fucks you up. It’s a brain
fog machine. Stop making excuses for why you think it’s okay to fap. You are an addict
clinging onto your drug. Don’t touch your dick unless it is to piss or to slide into a cute
girls pussy, period. For the rest of your life.

More Testosterone6.

All the above tips have multiple effects but the one they all have in common is that they boost
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your testosterone levels. Test is what it means to be a man. It is what separates you from the
irrational, emotional children that are women. This steroid hormone is what causes all your
successes and is more of a defining part of who you are than what you think.

Ask transgenders who have started hormone therapy to be men and they will all say that they
feel and think differently. More rationality, more clarity, more control over their emotions.

If you ever meet a high test woman you’ll see just how, chill yet driven she is compared to other
women.

Try and find ways to up your Test levels. Take a blood test if you need to. I won't tive you tips
on how to up your Test as there are a million places you can find that information.

I have yet to try taking Test intravenously, but I’m assuming the effect is the same (any guys
who juice care to share their thoughts?). I have however, upped my Test levels massively since
I stopped smoking weed (fucks up your test) and started eating, sleeping and lifting better.

Read Philosophy7.

Find out how other people think, and see if you can adopt it. Men greater than you have
achieved so much, and all due to the way they see the world and how they act within it. If you
can find out how others perceive the world, you can shape your own reality through their
teachings.

Once again, it is not enough to read philosophy and then just shut the book and never think
about it again. You must truly study the book. You must debate the concepts in your head. You
must try and understand. You must see the author as another man talking to you face to face.

When I read I use a highlighter to mark the most important passages, and then I re-read those
passages, and then I translate those passages into plain English into my journal so I can read
them simply again later on and also solidify in my own words what those passages mean.

Journaling8.

Write down how you feel and what you think. You have brain fog because you allow the same
thoughts and feelings to float about in your head all the time.

Vomit your ideas onto a page. Your hopes, your stupid dreams, the people you are angry at, the
girls you want to fuck senseless. Write as if no one will ever read it. Write for yourself to read
later and laugh at. It is drastically important that you put your mind down onto a page, don’t just
let it stew up in your head forever. You will lose important things, you will forget.

And when you write, that is your directing mind that is speaking onto that page. You are
training it, you are strengthening it. Your auto-pilot does not write, the only person on that page
is you, your Directing Mind. It is the best way of reading your own inner voice and seeing what
it sounds like, seeing what it is telling you. If there’s one thing that I want you to do after
reading this article, one habit that I want you to pick up, it’s this. It is super important to transfer
some of who you are onto a page, something permanent. You will absolutely thank yourself in
the later years, and you can read back and watch yourself grow.

Jordan Peterson has a great Self Authoring program where you can be guided on how to start
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doing this. Look it up.

No Dead Time9.

“If you can fill the unforgiving minute with sixty seconds worth of distance run”

I define dead time as anything where you just sit staring at a screen like a mindless zombie not
building anything.

Watching TV and playing computer games is okay, but only as a short reward once you’ve
ticked off all the important things you do that day. If you constantly marathon TV shows and
movies or spend hours gaming then you are wasting your time and frying the circuits in your
brain. You know what habitual, addiction like screen use is.

You should not be using reddit, the internet or Netflix/Steam to fill time. If you have free time,
use it for something productive. I know I sound like all our parents sounded like when we were
teenagers, but you will soon discover they were right.

Only fucking losers waste hours of their day on shit that gives them nothing. While you are
sitting there playing “just one more (40 minute) game”, some other guy is using those very
same seconds to build himself into a smarter person. And he will win, you will lose, and then
you’ll complain about how life didn’t go your way.

No excuses. No dead time. Leisure time and dead time are different things. You know the
difference. You earn leisure time, you use dead time to avoid your responsibilities.

Psychedelics10.

Note I say Psychedelics, not all drugs. Most drugs are bad, some are brain-medicine.

This is a controversial one so I will not touch on it too deply, and I don’t want the comments
below to be a debate on whether drugs are good or not and ignore the rest of the post. I truly
believe that a good, heavy dose of Psilocybin or LSD once or twice a year (and not more) is
needed for many men who have no Directing Mind, who are truly lost, who have no masculinity
or even self-realisation. This is the quickest way to wake up, whether you’ve been asleep your
whole life or you’ve fallen into a depressive slump. Repeated use will not have the same effects,
you only need one good trip to make the realisations, after that, take the information you gained
on your holiday back home, take the new voice you’ve discovered, and use it to build your life.

All these things have a snowball effect, they compound into one another and make getting your life and
health back on track easier once you can get some going in tandem. The hardest step is and always will
be, starting. This is what many men struggle to even begin, because you need a Directing Mind to tell you
to get off your ass and fix yourself, and many of us have it hidden behind too much brain fog.
Once you have started, you need to remain consistent and not give up. This is where the rest of the
failures fall. If you break at the first sign of hardship or resistance or pain you will never make it. It will
never be smooth sailing, there will always be struggle, but every time you fall off the horse you must
always get back on it again.
The men who succeed don’t just magically have it easier than everyone else. They have the same worries
and hardships and anxieties and things restricting them. They are just able to navigate through them easier
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with the help of a stronger, sounder mind. And once again, there is no point reading all this if you will
just forget it all once the tab is closed. You must fully try and internalise these techniques I’ve taught you,
the philosophies I’ve attempted to pass on. Make notes, write in your journal, translate some of this into
your own words. If you want to take this advice, you should not be thinking of it as “something some guy
said on the internet”, it should be “something I believe”.

Lessons Learned:

You cannot game women if you are not mentally sound and sure of yourself as a man first.
It is not hard to be a mentally fucked up man nowadays, the whole of society is against us.
TRP and other male-focused movements have become forums for men to share mental health tips
and advice, from those who know better and have made it themselves.
In order to understand and employ this advice, you must first have the tools and capability to
process and translate this advice into real action.
Your Directing Mind is the inner voice of reason in your head that overrides your lazy
subconscious and drives you to be a better man.
You can use your directing mind to understand and employ the advice and lessons you learn.
You can strengthen your Directing Mind in a multitude of ways. I have outlined in this post the few
that have worked for me.
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Comments

Battle-Scars • 5 points • 21 February, 2017 04:04 PM 

Great post. Unbelievable how a post like yours, which is a well laid out action plan on how to become a better
man gets 15 up votes and a smattering of comments but a post about cuck porn gets 60 comments and many up
votes. I think your post and posts like it scare a lot of newbs who want things to be easier.

Keep up the good work, always enjoy reading your stuff.

melxer • 3 points • 20 February, 2017 08:45 PM 

To enpower the mind even more is madness, everytime that you are forcing yourself to do something in a self-
depreciating way you generate stress, suffering and poison yourself. You won't make your decision making
better that way, only weaker, you won't get more adaptable but more rigid. For instance I am taking cold
showers for 8 months now, until few weeks ago I was always forcing myself to do it, trying to "train my
resolve", and I can tell you that the stress before the shower and "suffering" in the first 30seconds never goes
away. It's only recently that I experienced what disidentifying from the mind means and it's only now that I start
to be able to take cold showers in a more relaxed fashion.

You also need to realize that whatever is going on in your life you are responsible for that. To be responsible
means to be "reponse able". So if you think that you are weak and depressed because of society, feminism,
education, parents, genes or whatever and thus you are not 100% responsible for your current state then you will
never get better because you stripped yourself from the ability to respond by blaming something else. There is
only one person in your body, it's you, if you start to think that it's not you that causes the lazyness or the self-
loathing but "something else" in you that you have no control on then you won't outgrow this behavior because
the truth is that only you can access the root of such behaviors and emotions.

To experience what being in the now and disidentifying with the mind means I recommend you this course, and
if you still can't get it do LSD once every two weeks.

NeoreactionSafe • 2 points • 20 February, 2017 11:22 PM* 

 

There is this ancient thing called the Trivium.

 

https://youtu.be/arIy9BzG24M

 

In short if you want to escape the Blue Pill mythology you must learn how to think.

 

Gather as many dots as you can.

Understand the dots based on your own skill in connecting them.

Wisdom is sharing what you learn to others.

 

The Red Pill is "wisdom".
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Note: Avoid the LSD.

https://youtu.be/Wac4GY3DYww

 

[deleted] • 1 point • 21 February, 2017 10:34 PM 

i want to learn how to use the trivium, can you give me an example? because the video didnt explain that at
all.

NeoreactionSafe • 1 point • 21 February, 2017 11:02 PM* 

Well it's pretty simple.

First... have an open mind willing to look at "dots" your peers dismiss because of political correctness.
Their favorite techniques to "scare" you away from dots are:

 

Conspiracy Theory Accusation - By isolating someone and making them feel "crazy" it can keep people's
minds closed tight.

Hatred / Misogyny / Racist /etc Accusation - By getting you to be a Nice Guy™ they keep you on a tight
leash.

Fake Accusation - The latest tactic and a sign of desperation. Basically they are trying to prevent people
from seeing things so they classify something as fake and it gets censored.

 

Once you get past these scare tactics you must gather as many dots as possible. Then you must begin to
connect the dots as your best intuition and skill can permit. Ignore peer pressure, don't arrive at
conclusions based on external emotional inputs.. truly "think for yourself".

Finally, when you have good insights and understanding you share your work. Sharing your work is the
collective wisdom that spreads understanding. Some people reject the concept of wisdom because they
want to hoard power.

Power is greatest when others are dumbest.

But the collective state of humanity only rises as the crimes are exposed.

So one must decide... 666... serve the dark side or 777... choose wisdom and the sharing of truth. (expose
the crimes)

 

This is a good source of dots:

https://youtu.be/U1Qt6a-vaNM

...remember to "think for yourself".

 

quietthomas • 2 points • 21 February, 2017 01:15 AM 

Well for starters The Frankfurt School were western academic theorists (coming from Germany and America)
who have nothing to do with the identity politics we see today which originated with Barbara Smith of the
Combahee River Collective (and is being addressed by the mainstream left regardless).

No, The Frankfurt School were in fact aimed at addressing the effects of an industry emerging within capitalism

https://youtu.be/Wac4GY3DYww
https://theredarchive.com/author/NeoreactionSafe
https://youtu.be/U1Qt6a-vaNM
https://theredarchive.com/author/quietthomas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Identity_politics#History
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barbara_Smith#Combahee_River_Collective
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barbara_Smith#Combahee_River_Collective
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=33xMRpMQGrA
https://theredarchive.com/
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which was interested in the control of media (this was an era when there were very little options on TV and radio
so it was mostly sponsored content and people believed whatever they heard uncritically). This was what The
Frankfurt School called The Culture Industry (similar to what the alt-right today call the MSM). What the
Frankfurt School were doing, had not really been done before, indeed they had to invent terms like The Culture
Industry in order to analyse it. Here's a quote from Adorno:

In our age the objective social tendency is incarnate in the hidden subjective purposes of company directors,
the foremost among whom are in the most powerful sectors of industry – steel, petroleum, electricity, and
chemicals. Culture monopolies are weak and dependent in comparison. They cannot afford to neglect their
appeasement of the real holders of power if their sphere of activity in mass society (a sphere producing a
specific type of commodity which anyhow is still too closely bound up with easy-going liberalism and
Jewish intellectuals) is not to undergo a series of purges. The dependence of the most powerful broadcasting
company on the electrical industry, or of the motion picture industry on the banks, is characteristic of the
whole sphere, whose individual branches are themselves economically interwoven. All are in such close
contact that the extreme concentration of mental forces allows demarcation lines between different firms and
technical branches to be ignored.

The Frankfurt School had a rather solid set of humanistic values stemming from their Historical Materialist
backgrounds, and belief in a humanistic social democracy. They were western secular democrats (as opposed to
revolutionaries), who believed in the rule of law.

In fact they were protested by radical feminists (NSFW) and believed the police should not be "abstractly
demonized" - even going as far as to call their students "calculating regressives" (some students protested
Adorno after he called the police on them).

Hell, one of The Frankfurt School (Jürgen Habermas) is even the key critic of post-modern relativism.

...so this idea that they are responsible for "political correctness" is a bit of a BS theory; originally started by the
LaRouche movement (then taken up by characters like William S. Lind who features in the video you've posted)
- but perpetuated as an easy answer for conservatives to swallow; rather than having to investigate the more
honest Truth;

That feminism really did come from genuine inequalities within society (women after all were once denied the
right to vote, and many still feel disrespected in general society). That gay rights is really run by gay, queer and
transpeople who feel their lives should be more accepted, and that black civil rights also comes from a genuine
and real place... and that these people need to be addressed directly as members of a political and civil dialogue
rather than dismissed by simple hand waving and false pro-claimations of a marxist conspiracy.

...and the deeper Truth; that ideas about how we run society shouldn't be stigmatised and ideologically isolated -
but should be openly discussed by the free people of a society; without ideological bias. That is after all; our
freedom.

They in fact criticised Soviet Communism professionally for the US state department and were involved in the
denazification of Germany. They'd seen what happens when a society eats itself and didn't want to see it again.

Hillarysdilddo_2016 • 2 points • 21 February, 2017 06:24 AM 

Instead of spamming your exact same off topic comment from 10 days ago why don't you contribute to the
discussion at hand? Is your bot scripted too poorly?

The Frankfurt School was founded by communist Jews, which leads us to identity politics of today.

Most of the members of this generation had Jewish backgrounds. For that reason, and because the
Institute was Marxist...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Culture_industry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Historical_materialism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Historical_materialism
http://field-journal.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/tumblr_inline_o1o1r1Dlz11qmjacb_1280-768x524.jpg
http://field-journal.com/editorial/theodor-adorno-and-herbert-marcuse-correspondence-on-the-german-student-movement
http://field-journal.com/editorial/theodor-adorno-and-herbert-marcuse-correspondence-on-the-german-student-movement
http://field-journal.com/editorial/theodor-adorno-and-herbert-marcuse-correspondence-on-the-german-student-movement
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/postmodernism/#9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4MEtnuOy-_s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4MEtnuOy-_s
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soviet_Marxism:_A_Critical_Analysis
http://press.princeton.edu/titles/9955.html
https://theredarchive.com/author/Hillarysdilddo_2016
https://theredarchive.com/
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critical theory

Frankfurt School

NoIdeaAboutIt • 2 points • 21 February, 2017 07:31 AM 

There’s a massive fallacy in thinking that just because you read something means you understood it.

https://www.amazon.com/How-Read-Book-Intelligent-Touchstone/dp/0671212095

There are 3 reasons about this:

a) For a huge segment of the population, the act of reading a whole book is an accomplishment in itself. Once
you've done such an epic thing, how can you tell yourself that now you have to actually go and understand what
you were reading? :D

b) Just like breathing, just because you can, doesn't mean you're good at it. But it feels trivial so it's easy to
assume that you have the skill, when if fact you don't.

c) Some people read without the intention of understanding, but for other reasons, such as pleasure or peer
pressure.

I'll close off with my favorite phrase that pisses off people: "50% of humans have a below average IQ".

throw17453 • 2 points • 21 February, 2017 10:43 AM 

This post and your last one haven't gotten enough credit - both are on point.

In terms of developing the directing mind - or having your super ego supersede. A lot of it is a case of focus, and
creating positive feedback loops.

If you keep your focus, and commit yourself to change - and then achieve it. It becomes easier the next time, and
you can set your goals higher, and the positive feedback from achieving will carry over into the next thing you
set your mind to.

In terms of mental illness - with some exceptions - people can largely solve it themselves. Bring up whatever
emotional trauma is fucking you up, process it rationally, and express it. Understand and analyse it. Then move
forward. Key to this though is taking ownership of the situation - and believing with certainty that it is within
your power to turn the situation around. For some people stuck in mental illness this is what stops them. Learned
helplessness and a sense that they are powerless to change the situation.

I_dont_understandit • 1 point • 20 February, 2017 11:58 PM 

Good post, I read the whole thing. I really connected on your mentions of Aurelius and LSD.

(Spelling mistake very near the end, you wrote "Directing Dind")

NoIdeaAboutIt • 1 point • 21 February, 2017 07:20 AM 

I read the whole thing

Give this man a participation award, we have a reader here!

j/k j/k

I_dont_understandit • 1 point • 21 February, 2017 08:25 PM 

I just thought the author would enjoy knowing people had read their very long post. I know when I write
something long, I like to get comments saying people read it. So you know... go fuck yourself. j/k j/k

http://www.iep.utm.edu/con-meta/#SH4b
http://www.iep.utm.edu/frankfur/
https://theredarchive.com/author/NoIdeaAboutIt
https://www.amazon.com/How-Read-Book-Intelligent-Touchstone/dp/0671212095
https://theredarchive.com/author/throw17453
https://theredarchive.com/author/I_dont_understandit
https://theredarchive.com/author/NoIdeaAboutIt
https://theredarchive.com/author/I_dont_understandit
https://theredarchive.com/
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nuffsaid666 • points • 21 February, 2017 05:25 PM [recovered]

Just one question man. How is the "trip" from doing psychedelics differ from the high you get from weed? Im
really really curious about this. I've already read this info everywhere that you should try lsd at least once in your
life but i dont have access to it while i can get weed so easily so its my only point of comparison. Is it similar or
way different?

I_dont_understandit • 1 point • 21 February, 2017 08:35 PM 

There are some similarities, but LSD is far more powerful and more dangerous. LSD has the potential to
make changes to the way your mind functions, those changes can be either good or bad. It is not something
to be done lightly.

The LSD trip tends to allow you to look at things in a different way, as if it removed your biases, and you
can see things the way other people, with different biases, might see them.

It's very important to monitor your emotional state while on LSD. Weed just tends to automatically make
you happy, but LSD (and all psycodelics) are emotionally neutral. So if you were already happy, they make
you more happy, but if you were sad, they make you more sad. Negative emotions, or stimuli, while you take
LSD, can cause the infamous "bad trip." That's not really a concern with weed.

I really wish LSD were legal, as a prescription, because its the kind of thing trained therapist would be ideal
for. The best way to take it is with some one else who is very familiar with the drug, to guide you.

Here's a great documentary that I suggest everyone who is considering trying it watch:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3aZre1Lib0o

Neo450 • 1 point • 23 February, 2017 08:34 PM 

Thanks for this long post, you do speak some truthful shit and even in my age I would've clicked away and
forget about it and just go back to autopilot, but I choose not to. I will try my best to hit these 10 things and
believe that my Directing Mind will explode into new heights. Newbie here BTW.

https://theredarchive.com/author/nuffsaid666
https://theredarchive.com/author/I_dont_understandit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3aZre1Lib0o
https://theredarchive.com/author/Neo450
https://theredarchive.com/

